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The meadow grass could be cemented down
From growing under pavements of a town;
The apple trees be sent to hearth-stone flame.
ls water wood to serve a brook the same?

How else to dispose of an immortal force
No longer needed? Staunch it at its source
With cinder loads dumped down? The brook was thrown
Deep in a sewer dungeon under stone
In fetid darkness stillto live and run -
And all for nothing it had ever done
Except forget to go in fear perhaps.

No one would know except for ancient maps
That such a brook ran water. But lwonder
lf from its being kept forever under
The thoughts may not have risen that so keep
This new-built city from both work and sleep.

Frorn A Brook in the City by Robert Frost

A Brookinthe City
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ABSTRACT

At one time, within the borders of what now is the City of Winnipeg, (Manitoba, Canada), there existed thirty-six
creeks and streams. During the developmer¡t and construction of the c¡ty, thirty of these streams were filled-in or
buried and roads and buildings were built over the orig¡nalstreaî beds. One strch stream was Brown's Creek. ln
order to provide flood protect¡on, the creek was re-channelized, placed in a sewer and its coulee filled in. i

The area that the orþinal streambed flowed through is in the center of the modern city and contains spaces which
are sþnificant architecturally, histor¡cally and culturally. These spaces are the focus for day to day activities,
evening outings, and large-scale special events, and thus generate a considerable amount of pedestrian traffic.

This study examines the prem¡se of a metaphor between water flow and human pedesrian movement. lt explores
the ùanslation of this metaphor into a built føm through the symbolic re-creation of the historic stream on, or close
to its originalstreambed using paving, planting, water features, and sculptural and architectural elements. This
"recreated streambed" functions as a pedestrian pathway connecting significant city spaces to each other and all
of them to the Red River.

Where appropriate, the desþn establishes a hydrologicalfunaion for the buildings and spaces. This provides a
mearìs to communicate ecological principles by the ifiegrating an urban natural process - water and its
management - with the da¡ly experience of city life.

The final @sign is presented at two levels of deta¡¡. The f¡rst level is schematic and provides an understanding for
the overall character and configuration of the streambed and the existing architectural conterft of seven theme
areas . The second level is more deta¡led and in each theme area a portion is further developed to illusfate desþn
development and explain the qualities of the space.

The establishment of the recreated streambed of Brown's Creek as a significant lardscape feature in Winnipeg
represents a "reemergence" of naturalcontext within the city. lt provides an important connection to historic past
and reassertion, or acknowledgment, of the significance of eco principles in urban design and planning.
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A BROOK IN THE CITY

INTRODU CTIO N

At one time within the City of Winnipeg's current boundaries, at least 36 streams and coulees
emptied into the Assiniboine and Red Rivers. (Graham, 1984) These streams were highly
valued by the original settlers of the area as they were used to power the grist mills for the
young settlement. ln a geographic area of relatively low relief they were also significant
features in the prairie landscape. As the settlement grew however, the existence of these
streams became problematic. Commercial and residential structures encroaching on the
stream's floodplains were subject to frequent flooding. Many alternate methods were tried to
control the flooding situation, with the eventual solution being to change the natural drainage
pattern entirely by re-channeling and filling in or burying the steams and draining the
wetlands. Although many of the original drainage features of Winnipeg have been
obliterated, there still exists opportunities to commemorate these historic natural features.

BACKGROU ND

Brown's Creek was one of the early casualties of the city's growth and the re-design of the
natural drainage patterns. This creek was located north of the intersection of Portage and
Main, in the center of the young city. (Figure 1) lts coulee was over 50 feet wide. During the
dry years of 1848 - 1874 development occurred incrementally along this waterway, including
the construction of the City Hall and Farmers Market on its floodplain. The dangers of this
encroachment were not realized until the wet years of the late 1870's and early 1980's.
When it became evident that regular flooding could be expected, measures were taken to



alleviate the problem. ln 1875 the source of water for Brown's Creek, Colony Creek, was
diverted into the Assiniboine River. Drains and culverts were installed alongthe former bed,
which carried surface water to a wooden sewer. The coulee was filled in. Residential lots
were surveyed and housing was built over its former course. Today no visible trace remains
of the creek except a storm sewer outlet which marks the mouth of the coulee.

Studies have proven that natural features, such as streams, in and around the urban
landscape provide character and aesthetic qualities that ditferentiate one urban area from
others. These natural features provide a unique "sense of place" which in turn help people
orient and order their perceptions of the world and their place in it. As stated by Graham in
his study The Surtace Waters Of Winnipeg, "With the (disappearance of the ) ôoulees,
streams and wetlands went many of the unique qualities that characterized the landscape of
the Red River Plain".

The former streambed of Brown's Creek runs through a section of Winnipeg which has been
a focus for historical commemoration and restoration of the built environment. To this date,
recognition of the historical natural environment of this area has been limited to a plaque
which marks thê flow of the original streambed of Brown's Creek. To resurrect this long
buried stream and restore it to its original configuration would involve demolition of the built
structure and infrastructure presently existing. lt is however, possible to re-create the stream
metaphorically in order that its presence can still be experienced and it can function as a
significant feature in the formation of special places within the contemporary urban
landscape.
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PRACTICUM GOALS

The goal of this study is to investigate a method of enhancing the existing city by
metaphorically re-establishing Brown's Creek as a significant landscape feature. This
feature would function both to link existing green spaces as well as to impart a richness and
variety in the urban core by the creation of additional unique "places". The intent of this
exercise is not to "restore" the creek in the literal sense, but to create a visual and functional
metaphor for the historic stream in the form of a pedestrian pathway and to explore how this
feature would contribute to human enjoyment of the city.

PRACTICUM OBJECTIVES

1- To enhances environmental identity and the sense of space by increasing awareness of
the historical occurrence of a øeek in this location;
21To provide the perceptual experiences associated with a natural creek by recreating
physical, visual, and auditory characteristics of a stream ;

3 - To integrate the re-created stream feature into the contemporary urban fabric to
complement and enhance the present activities and land use;
4' To create a pedestrian pathway linking significant public and civic spaces;
5 - To create a link between the neighbourhood and the river;
I - To _provide an avenue to tie in this historic area of Winnipeg with the newly developed
Forks Development via the river connection;
7 - To increase environmental awareness of natural systems and process by incorporating a
hydrological function into the design.



DESIGN PHILOSOPHY

lmprovements in rain water disposal have been a central factor in the growth of cities. But
this growth is often achieved at the expense of disturbed natural cycles and general
environmental deterioration with respect to a worsened climate, water pollution and
diminished wildlife habitat.

Water, perhaps more than any other element of the landscape, has deep rooted spiritual
and symbolic meaning and has historically reflected cultural attitudes toward nature.
When design and management of the urban water system are integrated with other
objectives such as the improvement of climate, provision of aesthetic and cultural needs,
and the creation of wildlife habitats, the design satisfies both environmental needs and
human needs. This philosophy provides the conceptual basis for the design methodology
of this study.

Where appropriate in this design, rainwater which would usually be disposed of by
channeling it into the storm sewers, is incorporated into water features. This contributes to
the restoration of the hydrological balance and can help ameliorate urban climate. lt also
provides an opportunity for integrating environment, social and aesthetic benefits in the
open spaces and demonstrates natural processes on a day to day basis. The temporary
stream passing through the city spaces atter a rain provides a focus for contemplation of
water cycles in cities. Similarily, the observation of natural plant communities through the
seasons provides an understanding of their ecological dynamics, and an appreciation of
the biological requirements for healthy communities.

Demonstrating natural processes on a daily basis contributes to environmental literacy
and an understanding of ecological issues. lt can etfect a fundamental shift in people's
percept¡on of nature, bringing about an increased awareness and respect for natural
processes.
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THE SITE

Neighbourhood Context

When the route of the historic stream is overlaid on to the present city fabric (Figure 2) , it is
seen to pass through one of Winnipeg's most diverse areas. lt is a historic architectural,
commercial and industrial area which also functions as centre for civic administration and
cultural activities. The boundaries of the study area are indicated in Figure 3. Within the
study area are eight distinct "districts", each with their own character and identity. (Figure 4)

Located within this neighbourhood are a number of open spaces and public plazas.
Currently, there is no formal element linking these spaces together. The historic streambed
passed through or close to where these open spaces now exist. This study explores the
opportunity to link these diverse areas with the re-creation of the old streambed in the form of
a pedestrian walkway.

City Context

The study site for the restored stream is located in the core area of Winnipeg, three blocks
north of the corner of Portage Avenue and Main Street. (Figure 5 ) Viewed as the symbolic
heart of Winnipeg, and sometimes termed'the most famous intersection in Canada', the
Portage and Main area represents the focus for the city's financial and commercial activities.

The eastern portion of the site is located on the historic Red River, which joins the
Assiniboine River just south of the site area at "The Forks". The Forks was a traditional
meeting place for native people and was the site of the first settlement of Winnipeg. A joint
undertaking by the three levels of government has created a popular open space at this
location, with a pedestrian river walkwày, ã public market and a national historic park.
Development of a pedestrian walkway in the form of a restored streambed presents an
opportunity to expand the city's network of pedestrian paths and link these two historic areas.
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CHINATOWN
C€nter tor Chin6e bus¡ness6, relautants,
housin0 ûd cultural act¡v¡ites. The Dvnati
Bu¡lding with its Eastsm, pagoda tytä arctiirecrure
and a wá€r lhome amphitheatr€ is a h¡ghl¡ght ths
ùee.

CIVIC CENTRE

CITY HALL
Conotructed ¡n lh€ mid sixtiês,tho two buildings

THEATHE DISTRICT

houso mosl ol th€ citys admióistral¡on offìces;
ircluding th6 council ôhmbers. Tho hard suáaced
plæa ¡s dæ¡qnsd for laroe assernblies. lt conlainsplæa ¡s dæ¡gnsd for large assønblies. lt contains
g.r.qr9eg WaL€Ilsature ând min¡mum planting.
PUBLIC SAFEry BUILDING
Houso lh6 Låw Courts, the Winn¡pog C¡ty polico
depaIlment and ths DUH¡C lock uD. The

Culturalcentr€ of the cily fo¡ the fine perfom¡ng ats,
includ¡ng bãld, opera añd synphony. Anthrop-ologi¿ål
museum d¡splays provinces natural h¡sory. Planelaium
w¡th permilsnt astronm¡cål o(h¡b¡ts and spec¡al
presenlations. Lo€lion ol lhe h¡stor¡c vaudev¡lle lheatre,
The Playhouso and ils recent additon, Pantages with
oudoor lsrace ûea. Tho Maniloba Theatre Centre
houses a permanent æmpany and thealre school.

depaItment and ths puHic lock uó.
adiacont abovo ground parkinq aaadiacont abovo ground parkifq garags ¡s
connocted lo lhs Centennial Concsrt Hal
lunn€l undor Main Street and prw¡des
for busin€æ dur¡ng lhe day, eñd thoaträ Ðd -
cþncert go-€E al n¡ght.

The origianl dæþn lor lhe Norlh Eat park area
contalnod pfant¡ng and awalêr loeturo. At
prssonl lh8 plantsrs ænlain grss and lhsre ¡g
no wator leaturs.

Hall by a
s park¡ng

EXCHANGE DISTRICT
H¡slor¡c aræ repre8€nt¡ng lh6 c¡ty's cenlro of etrly
manuhcturing activity. Archilælurally sign¡l¡cant
buildings havo been conssryed or r€storèd and
converled for hous¡ng, shops, resteurants ffd studio
spac€s.
OLO MAFKET SOUAHE
Lo€ted at the sit€ of thê original famers market, th¡s
popular me€ling placa combinæ entortainmaenl with street
vending. A well dssign€d ar€a of pav¡ng and planting with a
permanenl otago, vendoE k¡osks end a geyser founlain.

100 0 æ0 SOf
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HISTORIC INDUSTR¡AL

Contains signifiænt indulr¡al buildings represent¡ng
early tæhnological development ¡n W¡nnìpeg, includ¡ng
lhe Jmæ Avenue Pump¡ng slet¡on, a proposed
¡ndustdal museum.

HISTORIC BANKING / FINANCIAI

Conla¡ns d¡stind¡ve architecturå frm lhe lurn of the
cenlury wh€n Winnipeg wes a bank¡ng centre for
Weslern Ctrada and the gra¡n induslt.

MAIN STREET
An eight lane maior traflìc artery in the city, the s¡te of
the or¡g¡nal Red Biver Tra¡l and the bridge over Brown's
Creek.

RIVERFRONT / PARK
STEPHEN JUBA PAFK
Reænlly rælaim€d ¡ndustr¡al
Designed with grad¡ng, plantil
and pæ¡ng to prov¡de aæess
the river ffd a l¡nk with the F(

PHEN JUBA PAFìK
entlv rælaim€d ¡ndustr¡al s¡te.

Designed with grad¡ng, planting
and pæ¡ng to prov¡de aæess to

figure 4

developmenl ups1ream. Bemed
amph¡lheatre marks tho original
sile ol the mouth of BrØn's
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nenl uoslrem. Bemed

site of
Creek.

WAREHOUSE DISTRICT

Converled warehouses in this h¡stor¡c
d¡stricl provide muh¡ple uses includ¡ng
cff dominiums, restauranls, officss,
nighlclubs, cafes and bislros.

THEATRE WAY, JOHN HIRSCH PLACE
Or¡g¡nally a rail spur line, a narrow thoroughfile
redesigned w¡th plmting ild paving to prov¡de a
pedestr¡an pathway. Some €les and shoF6 open on
to the pæsageway.
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Design Theme Areas

Upol the original streambed of Brown's Creek have been built some of the city's most
significant civic spaces and public open space. Each of these spaces has a form and
character which is unique. Re-creation of the stream presents an opportunity to unite
these spaces through a common theme, while simultaneously enhancing thêir
uniqueness and individuality.

For design purposes the site has been divided into the following seven theme areas
(Figure 6):

One
Two
Three
Four
Five
Six
Seven

Public Safety Building
City Hall
Old Market Square
Main Street
Theatre Way
John Hirsch Place
Stephen Juba Park

Existing conditions
Descriptions and photographs of each of the theme areas are presented in Figures 7 -13.

14
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1 PUBLIC SAFEW BUILDING
2 CITY HALL
3 OLD MARKETSQUARE
4 MAIN STREET
5 THEATRE WAY
6 JOHN HIRSCH PLACE
7 STEPHEN JUBA PARK
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Existing condition

A large public plaza, enclosed on two sides by
buildings and open on the north and easl.
Contains areas of lawn,flower beds, and bench
seating. The water feature contained in the original
design is used as a planter.

figure 7
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design theme area one - public safety building
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Existing Condition

Hard surfaced public square, enclosed on four
sides. Minimalplanting and seating areas.
Functioning water feature with fountain.
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design theme area two - cily hall
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KEY MAP

EXISTING CONDITION

Recently re-developed popular public open space
consisting of open, grassed performance area
and paved area for street market kiosks.
Site of the historic public market. Trees at regular
intervals on a grid. Small functioning geyser water
feature

\l

figure 9
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KEY MAP

Existing cond¡t¡on

Eight lane major tratfic thoroughfare, cental
boulevard. At present no pedestrian crossing at
this location. Site of historic Brown's Creek
tollbr¡dge. Boulevard paved with trees. No
direct visual or physical access to Theatre Way.

figure 10
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design theme area four - main street
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KEY MAP

Existing condition

Narrow, linear space enclosed by high buildings.
Partially developed pedestrian path w¡th paving
and planting. Walls of warehouse have large
loading bays, docks,

figure 11
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design theme area five - theatre way
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Existing condition

Partially developed pedestrian street, paving
and planting on boulevard. Ends ¡n pedestrian
pathway to Juba Park. Space is linear, enclosure
of low buildings broken by parking lots.

figure 12
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design theme area six - john hirsch place
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Existing condition

Recently redeveloped riverfront parkspace,
with pedestrian paths, benches. Natural
and planted trees, mowed lawn. Mouth of
Brown's Creek marked by indentation in river
bank and growth of willows.

figure 13
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design theme area seven - stephen juba park
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Design Theme

The site presents an opportunity to explore the concept of a stream returning to nature.
This is in contrast to the design themes of the ltalian Rennaissance where a stream would
be captured from its natural state and "tamed" in gardens and fountains. The basic
premise is that the stream was put into an unnatural state 115 years ago, and has been
confined 30 feet below the surface under a concrete, man-made world since then. The
design explores the idea that the stream re-appears, "escapes" from city water features
and that as it flows on its way to the rivers, it shapes the various city spaces and slowly
transforms back to its natural configuration.

Seouence of theme âreâs

The design theme areas make up a sequence of spaces which have a beginning and an
end. Each space supports the main theme of the sequence, which is the return of an
urban stream to nature, by revealing, interpreting, and featuring the water element in a
different way. Through its suggestion of motion and momentum, the design compels
movement from the start to its completion. At the riverbank the sequence is brought to a
logical and satisfying conclusion when the stream joins its flow with the river.
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DESIGN CONCEPT AND METHODOLOGY

Regional Character

Rather than retain a standard for open space design of lawn, flowers, and trees on a grid, this
study attempts to identify and integrate regional character into the design of the open space.
This regional character lies not only in architectural forms but involves a broader concept of
environmental identity that includes the natural forms and processes of water and plant
materials, and the human activities characteristic of the area.

The identification of aspects of natural stream processes and the principles of pedestrian
movement are integrated to become the basis for the derivation of the form of the restored
creekbed. The restored streambed connects seven disjointed spaces into a collective
space. Since natural processes are dynamic, new pieces can be fit as the city changes over
time.

Process and Form

Form is dependent on process and processes are dynamic. The form of the landscape is the
consequence of the forces that give rise to it, including the forces of water, plants and human
activities. The form of the place should reveal its natural and human history and the
continuing cycles of natural processes.

The methodology of the study will examine the concept of a created form as a metaphor for a
natural stream within an urban context. As such, it is a two part metaphor looking at the
similarities of both physical form and dynamic processes.
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Dynamic Processes
The movement of people has often been compared to the flow of water. Lawrence Halprin in
Clfies gives the following description of pedestrian movement on a city street:

The cross movements...arise only from other pedestrians who establish movement
patterns of their own..and they create eddies of motion, like water currents in a river.
(pp.455)

T.S. Eliot in his poem The Waste Land uses this metaphor to express the fluidity of
pedestrian movement:

A crowd flowed over London Bridge, so many,...
And each man fixed his eyes before his feet
Flowed up the hill and down King William Street

The similarities between water flow and the movement of people are illustrated in Figure 14 .

These processes then are reJated to the city spaces of the design study area and become a
determinant of form for the streambed as it moves through the city (Figure 15).

Physical Form
The form is derived by identifying the natural processes and physical characteristics of the
natural stream as it functioned in the original drainage pattern and relating these processes
and characteristics to the contemporary urban landscape. The stream configurations
respond to the physical characteristics of the city in a similar way that streams respond to
environmental conditions in nature, (i.e. slope, lithology, etc.)
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Stream - deep, smooth channel
Traffic - swift movement,
emphasis on veloc¡ty

Stream - Blending of currents
Tratlic - Merging of flow

Stream - Braided stream,
islands of interesl.

Tratfic - Choices of pathway,
direction. Slow-
moving, detailed.

Stream - Concentrated, rapid flow,
sculpted deep channel,
tubulent flow around obstacles.

Traffic - Much interest and activity, high
drama, tension, attent¡on
to detail.

figure 14

SOI.JRCE: Adepæd fm tþ disgm "A¡ralogy - T1¡¿ rffi ud
thc pcdêBuian rafnc way",ladrøpo fuchiatw, Joba Sioonds, p. 158.

Stream - Rough channel, riffle
turbulence, rush and
tumble.

Tratfic - Activity, movement.
Friction, dan ger, exc¡tement,
high interest.
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Stream - Meandering, slow,lhe marsh,
the oxbow.

Tratfic - Little motion, or interest in
motion, interest in detail

/
Stream - Freedom from

conslraint, release,
slower pace, less rigid

Tratfic - Variety of paths,
choices.Softer bank,
shallower channel.

r..1r1 êìl'

t::i::::::::\ v\+ïili

Slream - Deposition, terminalion of flow

Tratfic - destination , rest, relaxation,
conclusion.

the slream and pedestrian tratfic - an analogy
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PEDESTRIAN PATHWAYS

Design Gonsiderations

The design of the streambed is meant to produce a succession of sensual experiences to the
the different environments that occur along the route by involving such concepts as place and
identity, enclosure, variety and mystery. ldeally, this will result in people forming meaningful
relationships to the spaces as they move through them.

Also it will function to encourage participation and movement through these spaces . The
spaces the streambed passes through are intended to have a quality of oneness or unity and
possess a harmonious sequence of transition from one space to another.

The characteristics of pedestrian traffic can be compared to those of a stream or river.
This analogy is illustrated in Figure 14. Foot traffic, like flowing water, has a pressure of
momentum and force. Constructed walks can fix the path and control the movement of
pedestrian traffic and function to activate our kinesthetic experience in a series of interesting
rhythms and variations in speed and force. The "flow" may be induced, accelerated, pooled,
channelled, directed , diverted or arrested .

Slow movement provides an interest in detail, an exploration with senses and attention to
subtle transitions. Casual foot traffic, like a quiet stream, takes a meandering course. The
sheltered lagoon is out of the mainstream current.
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Obstacles and diversion provide maximum turbulence, tension and excitement. lntersections
are points of maximum turbulence. When two or more intersecting streams of traffic intersect,
the area of junctureis widened and shaped to provide a smooth transition and uninterrupted
flow

Pedestrian traffic moving on the base plane is sensitive to its textures. A given texture may
attract a certain speed of foot traffic.

The character of the spaces in the study site and the relationship with pedestrian traffic flow is
illustrated in Figure 15. The configuration of the stream responds to the space and its
function. The resulting form determines the perceptual experience of a pedestrian moving
through the spaces by manipulating the speed, views, degree of enclosure, texture, light, etc.
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MAIN STREET

Rouoh channel. riffle
turbúlence, rush and
tumble. Acllvlly, movement.
Frlcllon, denqér, excitemont,
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THEATRE WAY
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The Streambed as a Pedestrian Path

Determinants of W¡dth

The streambed, in addition to connecting different spaces, also defines and give shape to
them, and controls how people move through the spaces. The path and its characteristic
width and degree of straightness determines the rate of pedestrian movement. Where the
function of the circulation is slow, informal walking and stopping, the paths is less direct, less
wide and has expansions at places to permit people to pause, sit quietly or collect in groups.

Paving Details

A distinct paving pattern is used to link spaces and buildings together and to provide unity to
a group of varied spaces. Changes in surface suggest direction of movement, and the
texture of the material and the linear arrangement of elements emphasize direction.

The paving materials are used to affect scale relationships. Two paving patterns are used,
one is large-scaled and simple and the other is small-scaled and textured. The two are
combined in such a way that the larger perceived shapes relate to the surrounding buildings
while smaller units with the pattern relate to the human experience of a streambed.

The surface of the path is sloped toward the center and has a shallow central channel which
is designed to collect and transport surface runoff from the surrounding area to catch basins.
The paving material is a pale blue water - porous material with a large pebble / stone
aggregate. When this material becomes wet, the blue color intensifies significantly and the
streambed then mimics the intermittent steam which comprised the historic drainage regime
of the region by seeming to appear in wet times and dwindle in dry seasons.
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NATURAL STREAM CHARACTERISTICS

The site presents an opportunity to explore the concept of a stream returning to nature. The
design explores the idea that the stream re-appears, "escapes" from city water features and that
as it flows on its way to the rivers, it shapes the various city spaces and slowly transforms back to
its natural configuration.

Erosive / Sculotino Action of Streams

The idea of stream sculpture of land through natural processes was thoroughly developed by a
number of scientists as early as the eighteenth century. Morisawa (1968) details the writings of
one of these scientists, Agricola, who states:

"The little brooks first wash away the surface soil and then cut into the solid rock and carrying it
away grain by grain finally cut even a mountain range in two. lt will eat into the softer portions of
the bank and be deflected away from the harder. And so we see that the stream will assume a
sinuous course, and now swinging from side to side will incise a new bed for itself. ln this way
whole mountains are destroyed by the action of the water and their debris are scattered far and
wide. " (p.4-5)

There are a number of natural hydrologic processes that contribute to this sculpting action and
produce the characteristics form of natural streams. The processes illustrated in Figures 16 a-h
were examined in determining the configuration of the streambed as it moves through the city
spaces.
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Natural Stream Processes and Characteristics

DRAINAGE PATTERN

Local ground slope and local varialion in geology exert an influence
on llow d¡rection and drainage pattern development.
On a flat surface of homogeneous rock, a drainage net lorms
at random, giving what is termed a dendritic pattern.

On jointed rocks, the slream finds it easier to erode a channel
along a weakness. lf ioints are the weakness, their orientation
determines lhe stream pattern.

NATURAL DRAINAGE SYSTEM

The natural drainage system of the land upon which Winnipeg
is construcled consisted of a series of low lying areas which
would retain water in wet seasons and be drained to the r¡vers
by intermittent streams.

Depending on the amount of fain received that year, the streams
could be reduced to a trickle or swollen to a raging torrent.

According to the dictionary, a stream is a flow of running water.
Geomorphologically, the words apply to channelized llow and
may refer to channels wilhout water.

EROSION / DEPOSITION

As water moves down a channel, the streamlines of maximum
velocity move downstream, crossing over from one bank to the
other. As the water moves in this winding patlern, ¡t develops a
strong centf¡figal force whgih causes a superelevation of the water
level on the outside of the bend, causing a strong downward move-
ment on the outside and consequent erosion. The lateral component
ol velocity causes depos¡tion on the ¡nner part of the bend.

Figure 18a

source: @y,pp.162

Low ly¡ng
w€l soæ

TYPES OF DBAINAOE PATTERNS
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FLORA AND FAUNA

Characteristic plant communities associated with streams are
generally composed of submerged, emergent, floating and water
loving species of herbaceous plants, and water tolerant shrubs
and trees. This collection of plants and trees form a distincitve
visual profile along the natural streambank and provides a variety of
ecological niches for insects, amphibians, birds and mammals.

MEANDER PATTERN

Meanders occur al approximately 7 to 15 times the channel width.
Under normal condilions, a meandering stream alternates between
riffles and pools.

RIFFLE / POOLS

Riffles (high areas) collect sediment at high flow and are scoured at
low flow. Pools are located at bends and are scoured at high flow
and collect sediment during low flow. Sediment depos¡ts on the
inside of meanders are called point bars. Equilibrium is ma¡ntained
as natural Sreams alternately erode and deposit their beds.

The pattern of riflle / pool creates changes in the surface texture of
lhe water. The ritfles are rippled and the surface is broken. The
water moving over riffles makes the 'babbling" brook sound. The
pools have a smooth surface and reflect surrounding elements.

BRAIDED STREAMS

The origin of braiding is usually a mid-channel bar. Progressive
changes take place as the sandbar becomes a mud flat, then a grass
and wlllowed covered bar and then a t¡mbered island. Mid-channelbars
act to deflect the current against the side of the channel.

VIEWS

Because of the winding nature of streams, views are usually restricted by
vegetation or by topography and limited to lhe immediate visible reach
between bends in the slream.
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TERRACES

A landform resulting from slream erosion is the alluvial terrace,
formed when a river cuts into the floodplain. The terrace consists
of a flat area or bench cut otf by a scarp. The terrace lies some
distance above the elevation of the present stream so thal the
stream no longer flows on lt, even during times of flood. They
may elitend along one or both sides of the stream. When the
environment of the stream is changed a number of time, a series
of terraces develop, each at ditferent elevations.

TURBULENCE

Roughness due to obstacles on lhe bed or projections from
the sidwalls causes a separalion of flow and the formation of
eddies. At the point of obstruction the streamlines ol water
flow move away from the bed or wall, leavclng a separat¡on,
or region of discontinuity.

When velocity exceeds a cr¡tical value fluid flow becomes turbulent.
This type of flow is characterized by a variety of chaotic movements,
with secondary, heterogenous eddies superimposed on the ma¡n
fon¡rard flow.
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DESIGN

ln a successful city, well-defined outdoor spaces are as necessary as good buildings. This
design attempts to create spaces that responds to the social, cultural, and physical
environment of the city.

Design Obiectives

To integrate individual buildings with the exterior public space;

To make coherent, visible connections between new and old uses, buildings and activities;

To respond to the dynamics of social uses in its physical form;

To enhance the fit between new design and existing conditions;

To respond to and enhance environmental identity and the sense of space.

Detailed Designs

The designs for the seven theme areas are presented at two levels of detail. The first level is
primarily schematic and explains the overall form of the streambed within its architectural
context. The second level is more detailed and conveys an understanding of the character
and qualities of the spaces.
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figure 17

Design Notes

Source of runoff water, Surface of parking
garage and adjacent police station provide
rooftop collection and storage of rain water.
lntermittent cascade and retention pond.
Cascade has alternate mechanical supply for
festive occasions. Solid rectangular forms in
pool reflect window voids in parking garage
facade.
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PUBLIC SAFEry BU¡LDING PAFKING GARAGE

V '---j ----j"

PRINCESS AVENUE

f igure 19
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theme area two
city hall



Design Notes

Source of water. Groundwater from the
spring, artesian well. Water under pressure
erupts in geyser through paving of plaza,
shattering and dispersing concrete shards.
Weakens joints in paving and follows
ruptured seams down stairs and out to old
streambed.

figure 21
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city hall - plan
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theme area three
old market square



Design Notes

Although still geometr¡c and following
paving block seams, the streambed begins
to take on meander characterist¡cs and the
associated deposition and scouring.
Limited natural vegelation appears.
Streamlets from other water features /
collecting ponds join main stream. Raised
area is formed in center deflecting current
to outer edges
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figure 26
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theme area four
main street
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Design Notes

Stream of blue paving courses down curbs and
across eight traffic lanes under the shadow of
the former Brown's Creek toll bridge indicated
by dark granite pavers inlaid in concrete.
Paving of streambed is telrtured to produce
sound and sensation as it is driven over.
Remnant truss structures mounted on
buildings above street level on east and west
side provide peripheralvisual reference to
bridge'shadow'.

A BROOK
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figure 29
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theme area five
theatre way
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Design notes

Dark, narrow passageway, high walls,many -
levelled loading docks and bays. The sheam e¡odes
soft limestone walls to form chiselled canyon,
terrac€s, caves, grottos. Highly theatrical, sculpted
forms. Lack of sunlight suggests evening use,
dramatic lighting effects. Rooftop collection and
storage ofrainwater used to supply cascades and
sculptural water features.

figure 31
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theatre way - plan
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figure 32
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theme area six
john hirsch place
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Design Notes - John Hirsch Place

Rec¡rculated river water flows from
under the br¡dge at Rorie Street.
Footbridges provide access to parking
lots which collect and channel water to
the stream. The rigid confined
streambanks break down to large
boulders, rounded forms with native
plant species. The stream meanders
and riffles and pools appear.

figure 34
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theme area seven

stephen juba park



Design Notes - Juba Park

Streambank becomes soft with pebble and
planted edge. Series of bog gardens, marsh pools empty
into permanent storage pond. Pond provides settling and
filtration of water, habitat for wildlife.

Steep elevation at river, stream tumbles over limestone
rapids. Tyndall blocks embedded in high grass and
willows provide hard edge for sealing, standing. Paved
path joins pedestrian riven¡ralk to the Forks.
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figure 38
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SU M MARY

Human pedestrian movement has often been compared to the movement of water. This
study has explored the translation of a metaphor between water flow in a stream channel,
and pedestrian traffic flow through city open spaces, into the built environment in the
form of a restored creek. The restored streambed is designed to encourage and facilitate
the circulation of people through a sequence of spaces. lt acts as a safe and coherent
pedestrian pathway which links parking lots, civic offices, open market area, theatres,
restaurants, housing, offices and nightclubs to each other. lt also provides a connection
for all these spaces to Juba Park on the Red River, and a link with Winnipeg's most
significant open space, The Forks development area.

The restored stream shapes and defines the spaces that it passes through. lt provides a
theme for design form and development of unique places using the element of water.
Each theme area develops a different aspect of the use of water. Where possible,
rainwater is used in water features to illustrate processes of the natural hydrological cycle.
This day-to-day experience of water and its cycles can contribute to environmental
awareness and an understanding of natural processes in the context of a city.

The original stream functioned to give shape and definition to the landscape and was
important to the early pioneers as a source of power for their mills. The restoration of the
streambed on or very near to its original location commemorates its importance and
provides a reference to the city's natural and cultural history. This provides a continuum
between the past and present and contributes to people's environmental identity and
sense of place.
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The distribution of trees, planting and water features along the length of the restored creek
act to ameliorate the conditions ofact to amellorate the conditions of downtown streets and provide a more desirable
environment for walking. The pathway is well lit for security and the distinctive par,
pattern makes it easy to follow. Ample opportunity for sitting and observing the'flowr'
have been provided along the route.

The parameter of the study was conceptual in nature, focusing on the broader scope of
the.configuration of the creek, how it would function in the modern city, how it coulä shape
and contribute to the spaces it passed through and what character it would impart to these
spaces. Detailed design areas are intended to convey a sense of character oi the spaces
only and require further study and refinement of design of water features, seating, pianting
and lighting

The entire length of the historic creek was not included in the study and there are further
design potentials for integrating other parts of the city using other branches of the stream
and the same concept. These pedestrian paths could be created progressively, and
could be linked with each other in a steadily expanding network. ln particular, the south
western branch of the creek could provide a connection to the Portage and Main area.
Also, the northwestern extent of the creek could link up with the residential area south of
Logan Avenue and provide a connection for this neighbourhood to the open green space
of the riverfront park. Although not historically on the exact path of the old streambed, the
metaphor can be expanded to provide linkages with the existing water features of the
Chinese Cultural Centre on the west of Main, and the water features and gardens of the
Centennial Concert Hall on the east side of Main.

There is an opportunity to extend the use of the pedestrian space over the twelve months
by enclosing parts of it in re-moveable glass enclosures for the cold months. The narrow
space of Theatre way would be appropriate for this kind of structure.

pathway is well lit for security and the distinctive paving
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The success of this design would be predicated on the commitment of the city to the
importance of pedestrian pathways, and the designation of key streets (Theatre Way,
John Hirsch Place) as closed to automobile traffic with emergency vehicle access only.
Also it would be essential that the connection between Main Street and John Hirsch
Place be clear and direct for maximum visual and physical accessibility. An improved
pedestrian environment can encourage people to live and to spend leisure time in the
central city, rather than just to work there.

The design establishes a hydrological function for a series of buildings and their
interlocking spaces which also function as a pedestrian pathway. This provides a means
to communicate ecological principles by integrating an urban natural process - water and
its management - with social , educational and aesthetic values in the familiar and daily
routine of city living. lt brings together solutions to environmental problems in the city with
social needs and art. As a design it is intended to stimulate the senses, function
practically, and bring people in touch with the cycles of natural events.

coNcLustoN

Within cities sometimes opportunities for experiencing places which combine both natural
and human-made features have been lost due to the profound changes that urbanization
has had on the natural landscape. Often the natural environment has been changed so
significantly that natural features are no longer evident. This has been the situation with
Brown's Creek. The topological variations of terraces, coulees and flood plain, and
attendant vegetation associated with the historic stream have been lost. Although it is not
feasible to resurrect this long buried stream and restore it to its original configuration, it is
hoped that this study has demonstrated that it is possible to commemorate it in a way
whereby its presence can still be experienced and it can be a significant feature in the
formation of special places with the contemporary urban fibre.
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